
 
Recreation Advisory Board Minutes 

November 13, 2019 

 

Call to Order: 3:04 pm  

In Attendance: 

Mickael Candelaria  Alejandra Cruz-Martinez 

Tucker White  Kailyn Bowman 

Brett Carter Matt Boyer 

Michael Montgomery  

  

 

Approval of Agenda: Motioned by Tucker White, Seconded by Kailyn Bowman 

Passing of Last Meeting’s Minutes: Motioned by Tucker White, Seconded by Brett Carter 

New Business: 

 Nonvoting current policy overview 

Michael: Policy’s for Dess Code policy. Talked to Alex Lee. Student voices are always taken in account 

for. 

Kailyn: What s the dress code policy? 

Michael: Rules include closed Toed shoes, covered torso, shorts must cover buttocks… 

Brett: BRO TANKS 

Michael: “Why can’t I work out in a sports bra” 

Michael:  We Don’t state judgment and do not use genders. The Court is the only place where no shirt is 

okay. 



 
Bret Carter: So women can enter sports bra? 

Michael: yes, it is the only place all owed. 

 

Student Feedback Discussion: 

Equipment new dumbbells in weight room and upstairs. Fix racks, expand lower dumbbell weights 

New attachment for power racks 

Michael: scheduled for 11/20 

Matt: Space must to be closed to be installed  

Michael: Found buyer to buy old dumbbells 

Mickeal: Do you want the equipment here before the deep clean/ 

Michael: That leaves the questions 

Michael: we would be without dumbbells.Platforms have to assembled on sight Monday before 

thanksgiving  

Matt: Deep clean is 14-15 

Tucker: Sooner the better 

Michael: Rock climbing wall was moved to lobby and the new space is now oved to  

Student Wages 

 Student Wage Increase 

Matt: There will be a minimum wage increase in the state starting in January. Brought up data of current 

student wedges 

Michael: Wage freeze, with this introductory level  



 
Matt: Pay certification for students under the condition of certain work hours  

Michael: Expect a pushback 

Brett: Sounds great to me  

Matt: Gave the option to have a say in this and students responded back saying they are not interested. 

Michael: Very arbitrary  

Matt: very intentional with this new system  

Matt: You’re expensive Brett 

Brett: I’m expensive??? I get paid entry level 

Mickeal: Questions? Comments? Explanations? 

Tucker: sounds like too many pros let’s see both sides 

Matt: Cons are there 

Michael: I see what you mean. Dedicated seats to be the voice and perspectives 

Adjournment: 4:00 

Tucker White Motions, Seconded by Kailyn Bowman 


